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Introduction
These sluts fly all the way out to the studio, choke down some cock for a few hours, get a load dropped
in their mouth... and all they get for their efforts is a lousy T-shirt!

Adult Review
How bad do these sluts want a nice new T-Shirt? Join Gag Sluts and find out as each of these amateur models barters a
half-hour with their throat in exchange for a size medium white top with the site name on it.
  
  The guys at All Exclusive Pass have done it again, this time adding a site that blends the best of role play, casting content,
amateur models and of course more throaty saliva than she can shake a stick at.
  
  Dozens of exclusive scenes captured with high-res pics and excellent quality video in a number of formats are all available
for you (and the model) to drool over. Even better, all of the sites listed to the right of this review are included in your
membership for free.
  
  When you consider the value being provided by all these great sites in exchange for the cost of just one membership fee, the
smut to cents ratio is clearly very much in your favor.
  
  Have a look at the tour and be sure to look over the whole collection of sites. When you total them up you are getting 100s
of hours of content from a wide range of nitches and every last frame of it is provided by an easy to use interface with top
shelf support and service.

Porn Summary
You basically have two choices. Join this site and watch sluts trade their throats for new laundry, or go out and buy a pack of
Hanes in the hope you can get them to come to your place instead. I'm guessing yer better off leaving the logistics to the
professionals and reaping the rewards for a small monthly fee.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Who knew all it takes to get some girl's throat open is a $3 T-shirt'
Quality: 84  Updates: 86 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 84
Support: 80 Unique: 75    Taste: 86        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Pigtails Round Asses (86) ,Ass Like That (85) ,WillSheGag (85) ,Pigtails Big Tits (85) ,StinkFillers (85) ,Naughty Best
Friends (85) ,My Favorite CreamPies (84) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, Oral, Spitting

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.88 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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